Oak Trail: Closed intermittently fall 2021. This section will be closed during construction in summer 2022.

Trails affected by upcoming changes:

- **Chickadee Loop Trail** will be closed for the duration of the project.
- **Big Fir Trail** and **Ash Loop Trail**: Closed temporarily at location indicated August thru October. New boardwalk and new route near Big Pond, as shown in dashed line.
- **Vine Maple Trail**: Closed temporarily August thru October. Closed again starting early summer 2022.
- **Big Fir Trail** and **Ash Loop Trail**: Closed temporarily at location indicated August thru October.
- **Oak Trail**: Closed intermittently fall 2021. This section will be closed during construction in summer 2022.
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**SUMMER 2021**

**JUNE 2021 THROUGH SPRING 2022**